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Passed your Basic Assessment? - Di Webb
So you’ve been keeping bees a couple of
years what’s next ?

It could be a short or
longer list but it’s good
to start somewhere
Passing your ‘basic’ is a and the teaching apigreat achievement, you ary is just the place to
can feel confident in the do it . If you would like
knowledge that you
help making your ‘list’
knew more than you
just ask any committee
thought.
member or group
leader .
As Chris Douglas described in the newsletWith 5 apiary groups,
ter, it can just be “the
it’s your chance to ask
beginning of a journey”
all those questions,
to learning and underwork on your list, pracstanding more about
tice tasks and imthese amazing creaprove your confidence
tures. The more you
in a fun and informaexperience and learn
tive way and then
the greater your confimaybe try them in your
dence becomes.
home apiary.
Each group may have
different jobs to do so
Now is a good time to
check out the
think about what you’d
‘blackboard’ which lists
like to do or achieve this what each group will
season e.g. tips on find- be doing for that sesing an unmarked
sion. You can join a
queen, marking and
different group every
clipping, other methods week or follow a group
of swarm control, doing through the season,
a shook swarm, maxithe choice is yours.
mising your honey crop
etc .
So don’t stop there

What do you call a
bee that can't stop
eating?
Chub-bee.

The apiary is flexible so if
there is something specific you’d like to do,
have a chat with Richard
the apiary manager or a
group leader and we can
work out a plan.
For those with 2/3 seasons experience maybe
consider becoming a
deputy group leader. It
may seem daunting ( I
admit I was scared !), but
it nudged me into trying
more things, problem
solving, teaching and
improved my confidence,
all with the support of a
group leader.
I learnt from my mistakes
(and there were a lot )
but the apiary and the
bees are very forgiving
and it was immensely
enjoyable.
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New in the apiary caravan will be a demographic poster where individuals can add a pin,
requesting either help/
mentoring or to be a
mentor.
So put on your thinking
caps…and have a good
forthcoming season.
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A Pom in Oz -

Richard Matthews

Having left a dismal British Autumn,
one day's travel sat in several very
large aluminium cigar tubes at about
35,000 ft. in the air, I arrived in a totally foreign land, Springtime in Australia. We have been in the very fortunate position of being able to visit my
brothers and family in Victoria and
New South Wales for several years
now.
Australia is big, very big. Most people
live around the edge because most of
the inner bit is desert. Most Australians are now urban dwellers, having
discovered the primary use of electricity, which is air-conditioning and
refrigerators. A few, like one of my
brothers, Neil, lives out in the sticks,
he also has discovered the primary
use of electricity as have his
neighbours.
You have probably noticed through
the media that Australia suffers massive floods, massive droughts, massive fires and have temperatures
soaring up to and lately exceeding 45
deg C. Neil has seen 2 fires sweep
past his place but fortunately leaving
his home and neighbours untouched.
So this sets the scene for beekeeping
in the Melbourne area of Victoria. I
say Melbourne area because the climate changes dramatically all over
Australia. Australia is BIG, very BIG.
I had a request to look at some of
Neil's neighbours bees. “Just down

the road” he said, “I'll take you there
if you want”. Ten minutes later after
travelling over some interesting dirt
roads we duly arrived at Jenny's
home. Ready suited and booted and
with a warm Australian welcome she
kitted me out in her
brother's bee-suit.
The temperature was
a balmy 20 deg. C or
so and we duly
started work. This is
where it became
slightly more interesting. I soon realised
that although Jenny
was enthusiastic and
had been keeping
bees for about 4
years her knowledge
was roughly equivalent to somebody at
the end of their first year at our apiary. The bees were extremely well
behaved and one hive was of obvious Italian origin.
Remembering Adam's tuition on
disease inspection I taught Jenny
how to look out for small hive beetle
immediately on hive opening. They
have small hive beetle, we have
varroa (they don't).
The next 2 hours passed in a flash
as each hive was inspected with me
slipping into teacher mode.

After our fun we adjourned indoors
for tea and cake. Jenny then explained to me how her local association works. Essentially all beekeepers have to register with the State.
There are formal
places of education
that one can learn
the art of beekeeping. She has called
upon some experienced beekeepers in
the association for
specific help. There
appears to be no
'amateur' setups like
we enjoy at our apiary to enable you to
pursue your hobby to
whatever level you
wish. I began to realise just how lucky we
are to have all these resources on
our doorstep, most of which is free.
I have since sent Jenny a fair
amount of educational stuff, including the Basic Course notes, kindly
supplied by Jim. All good simple,
easy to read stuff that we have become used to at our apiary. I only
wish I could help her with long distance inspections! Ah well, I look
forward to next time.

Sex can make you blind!…..well, almost in a queen bees world.— Di Webb
As we know honeybee virgin queens mate with multiple drones, to increase the genetic diversity of offspring, embarking on 1 or more mating flights over a few consecutive days.
Building on previous research that revealed that insemination alters the genes related to vision in a honeybee queens brain, researchers from Australia have made further discoveries and uncovered the possible
answers to some questions.
In order for queens to locate drone congregation areas (DCAs) and return to the hive, clear vision is essential but additional mating flights carry increased risks as well as affecting the diversity of drone semen.
So what makes the queens stop ?
Liberti et al(2019) predicted that compounds in seminal fluid could target the queens vision by effectively
stopping further risky mating flights (as she will be visual impaired), whilst maximising the interests of the
drones that she has already mated with.
Queens were artificially inseminated with seminal fluid (solely or in conjunction with sperm) or with just a
saline solution. The researchers used a combination of RNA sequencing (brains were dissected), electroretinography, queen tagging and hive entrance tag readers. The electroretinography measured the
nerve activity induced by flashing light in the queens compound eye and ocelli.
Continued on next page

Results showed that indeed
contributing factor, causes a
ception of queens by alterhours of mating. Queens
earlier than sister queens
often to return to the hive.

seminal fluid primarily, with sperm a
significant decrease in the visual pering brain gene expression within 24-48
receiving seminal fluid also flew 2 days
inseminated with saline and failed more

But what about mated
queens that leave with a swarm? It is
thought that swarming flights
are less visually demanding because
queens are also accompanied and guided by a large number of
workers, also I found it unclear from the research as to whether this was a permanent alteration or not?,
so if anyone wants to read further details check out, Liberti et al (2019)Seminal fluid compromises visual
perception in honeybee queens reducing their survival during additional mating flights;eLife
2019;8:e45009 or just ask me for a copy !
Whilst reading this research I found some other fascinating information/research ( I think I need to get
out more !) on why seminal fluid is like a super fluid. I admit it sounds gross but seminal fluid has been
found to be amazingly beneficial……. More about this in the next Newsletter.

SCRIBBLINGS FROM THE APIARY
Has anybody not had a cold, man flu, proper flu,
bronchitis etc. this winter? Short of any of us getting the latest nasty virus from China I hope that
we can all leave winter behind us. Despite all, we
have been preparing for the coming season.
Two methods of Varroa treatment were carried
out using oxalic acid just after Christmas. We
used the vapour method for the main hives and
the dribble method for the nucs. With the two vapourisors on loan from Adam and Anna, many
thanks to both, we fairly sped through the treatment. Varroa drop was measured over 3 days
and if anybody can make any sense from the
drops then you're a better man than I. We had
drops of over a hundred on some and none on
others.
Although a very important job, one of my least
favourite jobs is making frames. I don't know
about you, I'm hopeless at repetitive jobs. I find
my mind wandering and find myself doing all
sorts of stupid things. To this end I have invested
in a low cost (read cheap) electric nail gun. After
a few return trips to Screwfix with two duff guns
finally settled on one that actually works. This has
transformed my life. Frames are assembled in
seconds, the mind dare not wander lest you become an integral part of the frame. I am a happy
frame maker, not that I intend hiring out my new
found enthusiasm to others. As an aside we will
still need more frames, I have to leave something
for you guys to do.

We have gone through all the supers and brood
boxes, cleaning and sorting/scrapping comb. We
should have more than enough supers after last
year's shortfall. As you probably know we run a 11
frame and 9 super frame system at the apiary. So all
existing good/reasonable comb gets moved into the
9 frame supers leaving the 11 frame supers to take
new foundation. We also appear to have a few brood
frames with stores and lots of frames with foundation
and some comb ready for populating nucs this year.
We have lost 3 colonies so far, all recognised as not
being very strong in the first place. The rest are looking ok and topped up with fondant.
Last year it became very apparent that we had a certain scarcity of clearer boards. We did take off a load
of honey. Those that we knocked up at last minute
were not terribly successful. Taking advantage of a
sale at Maisemore's we purchased a load of crown
boards, permanently modified them with rhombus
escapes for immediate use. No more scratching
around for tape, nails and drawing pins.
We are currently looking forward to hosting our first
top bar hive kindly donated by Simon Preest. Several
members have shown an interest in taking it on and I
know that I would like to expand my beekeeping
knowledge in this direction. Can anybody out there
help us out with this.
So, The Apiary should be ready
for you all on your first
Thursday visit. I look forward to seeing you all.

What do you call
bears without
ears?
B's

The Early Years of the DFB Basic Course It was the winter of 2006. Lydney Apiary had just
been set up. We had 7 colonies, a large shed and
various pieces of equipment both new and used. Our
membership numbers were increasing due to attending a couple of shows, press and media interviews
arranged by our Press Officer, Richard Mortimer. We
also gave talks to various groups – using acetate
slides and an overhead projector!!
The decision was taken by the committee, Jim –
treasurer, Marie Toman - secretary, Dave GoodingApiary Manager and me as Chairman to run a beekeeping course based on the BBKA Basic Assessment Syllabus. We decided on five weekly lectures
and four practical days at the apiary. The lectures
were planned to start in early spring with more experienced beekeepers, who were few and far between, invited to give some of the lectures. This
proved to be a disaster as some lecturers didn’t stick
to their remit, information was repeated. Some went
on way passed their allotted time and some were just
very poor. So the next year 2008, we only had one
guest lecturer and from 2009 Jim started to give all
the presentations.
How we were going to give the presentations was
another problem. What about a computer, projector
and screen? None of which DFB had or the money to
purchase such items. Jim has a stroke of luck with
the projector and personally purchased a Dell
3400mp which had been used only once, originally
cost £800 and was being sold for £400 on eBay. The
seller turning out to be a retired Chairman of Rank
Xerox who Jim had worked for back in the 80,s and
who delivered it personally. Jim also used his own
computer so DFB only had to purchase the screen.
We now had all the equipment and were ready to go.

Val Vivian-Griffiths

Jim worked very hard on the content of the course
and each year made improvements to reflect the
added information and discoveries being found
and published. The course reflects the most up to
date knowledge. The handouts have grown in size
and now number six as have the lectures.
Each year the course varies. Mostly the students
are very punctual, but sometimes you get one who
is always late and invariably asks a question on
information given just before they arrived. Sometimes no one asks questions and are so quiet that
I have been known to give a ‘warm up’ before the
lecture. Then we have a glorious 2009 course with
Allan Wells “just one more question” and the hall
“buzzing” until 10pm and nobody minded.
Practical days are very important, so at the start,
as now, we relied on beekeepers with some experience to come and mentor these sessions. I’m
pleased to say that these sessions have improved
greatly with mini demonstrations, visual aids, grading student’s ability and better facilities. They are a
far cry from instant coffee, an air pot for hot water,
the shed for shelter and secluded hedges!!! Thank
goodness the riding school did not exist at the
time.

Before the BBKA rules changed, in order to take
the Basic Assessment one had to keep bees for a
year or have attended a Basic Beekeeping
Course. The rule is now to have kept bees for at
least a year before the assessment. As an assessor I find that nothing beats the practical experience of looking after bees a candidate has, providing their mentor is a good experienced beekeeper.
So we were able, during the first years, to put students forward for the BBKA Basic Assessment in
The venue used was Soudley Village Hall where DFB the same year as they had attended the course.
met for monthly meetings in a small side room. Fine
This meant that some years we had nearly 25 canfor the first year but in 2008 the lectures clashed with didates. This was another problem. At that time
a noisy aerobics lesson in the big hall. Even with
the BBKA had very few assessors and Gloucestersome speakers provided by Marie’s husband John it shire was very short. Fortunately dear Arthur Taywas awful and it’s a good job Jim had a loud voice!!!
lor, President of Gloucester Beekeepers, a NaWe had to move as it could not be guaranteed that
tional Honey judge, a very experienced beekeeper
the same thing would not happen the following year. and grand chap was willing to come to DFB to asAs Jim and I were the ones doing all the organising
sess our candidates. Jim, Marie and I always took
and travelling we moved to Staunton Village Hall
him to Taurus Crafts for lunch which he greatly
which was much more convenient and had good faenjoyed.
Continued next page
cilities.
How does a bee
get to class?
A: On the schoolbuzz.

Later when we had the caravan we were
able to provide refreshments for both assessor and candidates. Assessment days were
always most enjoyable and we were always
lucky with the weather except on one occasion when it was so hot we had no way of
keeping the foundation cool for the frame
making. One occasion we didn’t enjoy was
the assessment of an existing member who
had kept “really bad tempered bees” for
years. He opened the hive so badly that a
reasonable colony exploded and we helpers
who were sitting outside the shed without
bee-suits had to run down to the farm to get
away from angry bees. There were so many
bees round Arthur and the candidate that the
oral section had to take place standing up at
the far end of the apiary. After Arthur retired
from assessing we were lucky to find Roger
Eldridge who came to us for many years.
So here we are at the beginning of 2020 and
just about to start the 14th DFB Beekeeping
Course. It will be the last year Jim and I will
organise and present the lectures but I know
it will continue for many years as we now
have a large core of very good and enthusiastic beekeepers that both Jim and I are
proud to have helped train. We thank all
members who have helped in many different
ways to make these courses successful and
look forward to seeing how the course is organised in the future.
Seen at Chester Zoo. Useful to those who
have been looking for ways to protect their
top bar hive from the depredations of winter? - Sarah James

Roger Eldridge

Who protects
the Queen Bee?
Her Hub-bee.

APIARY SHOP
We now have a fully up and running
Apiary Shop. We trialled the COGNITO
forms last year which has proved to be
successful. COGNITO is an app based form
operated either through a committee member’s mobile or from a computer. This does away with the
rather clumsy paper system and notifies the Purchaser, Treasurer and Supplies Officer via email of
the purchase. The shop will be open from about
5.30pm to 6.00pm and after the apiary session if required on Thursday evenings from April to September. The shop will be closed at 6.00pm or before to
allow the apiary session to commence. Other times
by appointment with a committee member. All the
items available are on our website along with their
prices. We have recently introduced 1 litre bottles of
80% Acetic Acid with instructions at nearly half the
price of that off Maisemore and Thornes.
https://www.deanforestbeekeepers.co.uk/shop/

What does a Wasp
say during an Identity Crisis?
"TO BEE OR NOT
TO BEE"

My Bee Keeping Journey
Part 1: Zero to Hives Andrew Cook
It was around the middle of last August
that I was watching bees pollinate the
runner bean flowers in my vegetable bed
which led to my thinking that it would be
nice to have some bees of my own. I
wasn’t sure about the suitability of my
garden to site a hive or two so I contacted
Anna who kindly put me in touch with
Richard who came to my house and pronounced the garden suitable if a bit on
the small side. Hurdle one cleared but I
wasn’t completely certain about the idea
until I visited the apiary the following
Thursday evening. I found myself in a
group led by Jim who handed me a frame
where I could see brood in the various
stages of development. While I was looking, a newly formed bee fought its way
out of a cell and even though later in the
evening I was stung by a bee which had
found its way inside my trouser leg, I
knew I was hooked. More apiary visits
followed which led to me taking the
plunge and joining DFBK, booking my
place on the introductory course, buying
a couple of hives and ordering a colony of
bees from the apiary. Thanks to all members of DFBK who have invariably been
welcoming and willing to share their
knowledge but special thanks must go to
Richard who has helped me considerably
over the last six months. In the next issue
I’ll share my early experiences of managing a colony.

gagrindle@hotmail.com

The Accidental Beekeeper - Phillippa Thomas
I wanted pigs but ended up with bees.
I went to watch a nearby beekeeper but found myself
helping out. When we finished, four hours had passed
and I was smitten. The next week I bought a colony
from him and began my beekeeping journey….
He didn’t treat his bees, so I didn’t and didn’t know this
was unusual. I joined the BBKA but could never attend
any meetings as I work in London during the week. Instead I watched videos, read the magazines but
learned mainly by helping my beekeeping neighbour.
I am an accidental and accident prone beekeeper, who
swells up massively when stung. I have dealt with
chalkbrood, two drone laying queens and I accidently
killed another queen. I nearly gave up last year when
my colonies became aggressive and stung my
neighbours but thankfully the farmer gave me a corner
of a field a mile away to relocate my bees. They loved
their new home, gorged themselves on tree pollen and
I harvested my first honey after 3 years. Of course, the
best I have ever tasted!!
My mentor says if you keep bees for four years you will
keep them for life. I now have 5 colonies, which so far
have survived the winter as I enter my fourth year. I
have met lovely, encouraging DFB folks on the bee
safaris. In hindsight, I should have taken a course before getting my bees but there are many roads to beekeeping and I will never treat my bees. I am still loving
and learning .. the pigs can wait.
Phillipa works in London and regrets that she unable to
regularly attend our Thursday meetings - Editor

Notes from the Asian Hornet Conference – 8th February 2020
Biology of the Asian Hornet Stephen Martin (Salford University)
Thanks to Jim Vivian– Griffiths - Associate Member represented Gwent
Asian Hornet queens can mate with more than one drone, unlike other hornets, thus more successful at
establishing colonies.
Colony produces around 1000 queens, but on average only one survives hibernation. During hibernation
the queen’s wings are tucked under her body. On coming out of hibernation the queen is at her lowest
weight, and must find food within two days. Favourite source of food is sap on an oak tree created by insect damage.
Queen builds a primary nest in April/May, over a period of 4 weeks, of about 25 cells.
As the colony builds up the queen is fed by the workers and her weight increases as her ovaries develop.
Egg laying increases, and if the current site is unsuitable to expand may move to another site, usually
close to the original one. Rapid expansion during July – September. There is a small window between the
maximum expansion and the production of sexuals, starting with drones first. When queens emerge, they
spend two weeks in the nest putting on weight as fat bodies, before leaving the nest to mate and finding a
place to hibernate, which might be in the nest, or in any sheltered spot.

8 years’ experience researching Asian Hornet in Galicia, Spain
Xesus Feas – Academy of Veterinary Sciences of Galicia
In 2012 two isolated nests discovered, and in 2016 10642. In 2019 25000 nests found and destroyed.
Their Fire & Rescue Service now spends 75% of its time on destruction of AH nests. Lost production of
fruit crops: apples, cherries, plums and grapes estimated to be €4.5m. 65% loss of honey bee colonies in
infected areas. They can nest anywhere, high in trees, in bushes and underground. They are very dangerous if disturbed, especially to farmers and fruit pickers.
Trapping is not recommended as there are more “other” insects trapped than Asian Hornets. More research needed into specific insecticides to kill nests, and into sex pheromones allures, especially to attract
males, or confuse them in the mating process. Need to analyse what pheromone the antennae of the
Asian Hornet react to. Nests should be found and removed in the winter as three have been discovered
still occupied by a laying queen with brood. Old nests are also occupied by over-wintering newly mated
queens. They are developing a “Bee Counter” system to record movement of bees in and out of the colonies to raise an alarm when there is no movement, indicating possible hawking by AH. In the future more
human resource required, not just beekeepers, but also economic resources.

Asian Hornet Research in 2020
Peter Kennedy & Juliett Poiditz – University of Exeter
There is an organisation of the countries with an Atlantic coastline, “Atlantic Positive”; Spain, Portugal,
France, UK & Ireland researching:
Detection & capture systems, including radio telemetry
Apiary management – traps & defensiveness of different colonies
Control methods & systems
Education & training
Transnational strategic planning
What is the impact of AH on pollinator communities, flower visitation & pollination services? What nectar
does AH prefer? Any parasites? Cost/benefit analysis of different control measures? Planned education
campaigns for beekeepers, public bodies & general public. Planning for an International Congress in
2021.
Continued on next page

The Jersey Experience in 2019
Alistair Christie – AHAT Coordinator, Jersey
In 2019 they found 69 queens, 27 primary nests and 54 secondary nests. 30% of primaries transition into secondary's without relocation. The primaries are mainly found attached to buildings. Most
secondary nests are located in trees, a few found in walls, cliffs, compost bins, under eaves, in
hedges & underground.
The methods of destruction of nests depends on size and location.
Reporting to the Coordinator teams have been established:
Verifiers – who check public sightings
Detectors responsible for finding nests
Trapper, who set baited traps to prove hornets, and start tracking process. This is not permitted
in UK, where only RBIs & SBIs can perform tracking operations.
Observers/spotters to observe flight direction of hornets to spot nests
Communications by email, but preferably using “WhatsApp” on smart phones. Data gathering using
“Epicollect” for recording data online and “Indicia” for developing online biological recording. Tracking & recording sightings with “Google My Maps”, which shares data between groups online. They
have learned many lessons from their experience:
All reports, communication goes through the Coordinator
Inform Estate Agents, surveyors, ramblers, gardeners, tree surgeons, bird watchers & wild life
groups what to look for
Check hedges carefully before using hedge cutters
You need many more volunteers than you actually require, due to drop outs!
Experience can be gained from going to Jersey in late summer to volunteer.
Contact a.christie2@gov.je for more details.

APHA/NBU Update & Future Policy
Monitor process & take action
Build relationship between RBIs and AHATS, utilising local SBIs to locate nests
RBIs have been issued with necessary equipment for tracking hornets and locating nests
Each winter review previous season’s activities
Policy continues to support, but time will come when further finance and support will not be
available
Brief Ministers
AHAT Certification: For Insurance purposes AHAT members must be certified as competent to identify AH. The BBKA are designing an online questionnaire to prove potential members are suitable to
receive certification. This will become available, and AHAT coordinators will be informed when it becomes available.

Tweaking Honey Bee Bacteria to fight
colony collapse disorder.

Ecology & Wildlife Conservation
University of Leeds

We found this very interesting article, part of which
I have reproduced here.

Discover ecology and learn how we can protect wildlife to conserve our natural world.

Genetically altering strains of bacteria found in the
gut of honey bees appears to protect the insects
against two major causes of the colony collapse
disorder – Varroa mites and deformed wing virus
(DWV). The researchers at the University of Texas
at Austin believe that they could eventually scale
up production of the bacteria to help protect
hives. ‘This is the first time anyone has improved
the health of bees by genetically engineering their
micro biome,’ explained Sean Leonard, the study’s
first author.

Do you worry about the effects of climate
change on nature?

Go to the website for the full story
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/tweaking-honeybee-bacteria-to-fight-colony-collapsedisorder/4011119.article
This link supplied by Laurence Fossey

On this course, you’ll learn you how the work of
conservation biologists and study of ecosystems
can help with conserving the world’s biodiversity.
You’ll explore the impact of wind farms on populations of seabirds, and understand how the use
of advanced techniques can be used to study
different populations.
In Week 2, you’ll learn about ecosystems and
how they’re influenced by human activity. You’ll
use case studies to explore the reasons behind
the bee decline across the world, and examine
fish species in tropical seas to see at first-hand
how climate change damages coral reefs.
This course is made available through the Future Learn website:
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/ecology-andwildlife-conservation
Many other courses are available
https://www.futurelearn.com/
Thank you John Gold for this link
What do you call a
bee that lives in
America?
USB

I apologise, unreservedly, for
the bad bee jokes. They were
sent me by Laurence Fossey
who also sent me this link for
more groan-worthy JOKES?
http://www.jokes4us.com/
animaljokes/beejokes.html
ENJOY

This Newsletter has been brought to you by the members of the DFBK
You have an opportunity to contribute and have your say in the
next Newsletter due out in the Summer. Look out for emails.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.deanforestbeekeepers.co.uk/

